Real-Time Link to Host Directories
Eliminate Host information Imports

With PassagePoint Directory Link Add-On, updating records is instantaneous and ongoing. Every time a visitor registers, the system automatically verifies host information against the appropriate directory to make sure that access levels are authorized and current.

These real-time updates improve security and protect buildings and clients against unwanted or unknown visitors, terminated employees, and the like.

Features & Benefits

- Configurable and integrates with a variety of databases: LDAP, ODBC, HR, Access Control, etc.
- Ability to limit information through directory filters.
- Centralized management with real-time database access. Lightweight for portability.
- Direct batch synchronization eliminates need for text files and imports.
- Runs invisibly within PassagePoint with no change in user experience for lobby staff or visitors.

Added Security

- Greater accuracy in registering and badging visitors.
- Protection against unwanted visitors or employees/vendors with terminated access.
- Real-time access to latest directory information.